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From the President’s Desk  

WITIA’s new website is now up and   
running at www.witia.org, with the      
interim .net address redirecting there. 
We ask members to log on and check 
their profiles to ensure that all           
information, particularly contact data, is 
up to date. You should have received an 
introductory email with your logon     
information. If you have not, please  
contact webdeveloper@witia.org. We will 
be uploading short tutorials on how to 
use some of the features on the website 
and also activating more functions     
during stage II of this project - expect 
exciting updates! We encourage you to promote your business, 
tour or product line on the WITIA site by uploading an article, blog 
or special offer (via the ‘Members Only ‘section of the website).  
We are excited to announce that registration is now open for this 
year’s WITIA Educational to Vietnam. The 7-night / 8-day land
-only itinerary will take place from 21-28 September 2022. 

Educational host Varini DeSilva of Ceylon Express International 
has put together a comprehensive array of experiences that will 
give you an excellent grounding in the culture and natural scenic   
beauty of this exciting country. Discover Hanoi with its rich cultural 
and historical heritage. Cruise through the exquisite landscape of 
Halong Bay with its thousands of sculpted limestone islands.     
Explore the UNESCO World Heritage-listed village of Hoi An. Visit 
Ho Chi Minh City (Saigon) for a glimpse into a modern city steeped 
in history. The trip will include networking opportunities with   
WITIA members and other tourism professionals.  

Post Educational tour extensions are also available. Discover 
Siem Reap, Cambodia, famous for the awe-inspiring temple    
complexes of Angkor, buried for centuries in the jungle and still 
not fully explored. A UNESCO World Heritage Site of the first     
order, Angkor is one of the quintessential places to see in your  
lifetime, a testament in stone to the grandeur of the ancient 
Khmer dynasty. Extend further to Luang Prabang, an ancient royal 
city in landlocked Laos, straddling the Mekong and Nam Chan    
rivers. This UNESCO World Heritage Site is an intermingling of  
historic Buddhist temples and the architectural remnants of the 
French colonial era, surrounded by tropical jungle.   

Please find the itinerary and terms and conditions on the WITIA 
website at www.witia.org  under Educational. For more information 
on the Educational and post tours, please contact Varini DeSilva at 
tours@ceylonexpress.com.   

This year we changed the schedule for our virtual Hand of    
Friendship member Zoom meetings to the second week of the 
month, on Thursday or Friday, depending on where you are      
located. WITIA’s next Hand of Friendship meeting will be on 
12/13 May, and will include a presentation by New Zealand    
Continued on page 9                                                                                                                    
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              WITIA GLOBAL PARTNER 
 

 

“WORLDWIDE … more than just print”, BUNDALL, 
BURLEIGH AND ROBINA 

  
Headed by WITIA Gold Sponsor Eileen Mellor, “WORLDWIDE 
… more than just print” Bundall, Burleigh and Robina’s core      
business is graphic design and printing. Their graphic designers 
create visually effective artwork for a host of applications         
including logos for new businesses and press ads for corporate 
entities.  
 

Worldwide’s print products range from core stationery lines such 
as business cards, letterheads, presentation folders, envelopes, 
NCR booklets and custom shape labels through to large format 
printing, such as shop signage, outdoor banners, retractor     
banners, posters and canvas. These are just a few of the items 
Worldwide can produce with their latex machine. Large format 
printing for outdoor use has a guarantee of 3-5 years for UV–
resistance.  
 

The company owns the latest high quality digital and offset    
production machines that can handle any printing requirements 
on a day-to-day basis. Naturally they offer binding, laminating, 
drilling, etc.  
 

‘WORLDWIDE … more than just print” offers online print       
management solutions for corporate entities and franchise 
groups, and is happy to extend services to companies of every 
size throughout Australia.  
 

Eileen’s company philosophy is succinctly expressed in their   
mission statement: “Our goal is to provide the best possible 
products with the greatest service possible. Our pledge is to es-
tablish lasting relationships with our customers by exceeding 
their expectations and gaining their trust through exceptional 
service by every staff member of “WORLDWIDE … more than just 
print” Bundall, Robina, Burleigh.”  
 

EILEEN MELLOR, Director  
“WORLDWIDE … more than just print”, BUNDALL, ROBINA, 
BURLEIGH  
Unit 4, 5 Frigo Court, Bundall Queensland 4217, Australia  
PO Box 5460, GCMC, Queensland 9726 Australia  
Tel: +61 (07) 5538 0871; Mobile: +61 0408 025 227;          
Fax: +61 (07) 5538 6976  
Eileen.mellor@worldwide.com.au;     
http://www.worldwide.com.au/centre/bundall  
 

Proud to be 100% 
carbon neutral. 
 

 

 

 

 

     
 

 

 

 

 

CONTACT  WITIA 

Leah Gage 

President 
president@witia.org 

 

Joyce Kienji 
Vice President 
vicepresident@witia.org  
 

Membership Inquiries: 

Priscilla Wellington-Asante 

Director of Marketing - 
Membership 

membership@witia.org 

 

Regional Inquiries: 

Director of Marketing - 
Australasia—vacant 
info@witia.org  
 

 

Cindy Passannante 

Director of Marketing— Americas 

marketingamericas@witia.org  
 

Joseph Obiri 
Director of Marketing - Africa 

marketingafrica@witia.org 

 

Director of Marketing—Europe & 
Middle East - Vacant 
info@witia.org     

 

General Inquiries:  

Kerry Brooks 
 

Director of Sponsorship 

info@witia.org 

 

WITIA WORKS! 
Beverley Auerbach, Editor  
info@witia.org 

  
WITIA NETWORKS! 
Beth Ringhofer, Editor 
info@witia.org 
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MEMBER PROFILE MEMBER PROFILE ––   LOUIZE GODLONTONLOUIZE GODLONTON   

AUSTRALIAN ATTRACTIONS PTY LTD,  SYDNEY,  AUSTRALIA AUSTRALIAN ATTRACTIONS PTY LTD,  SYDNEY,  AUSTRALIA   

  

Australian Louize Godlonton was born in Bowral, the largest town in the 
Southern Highlands of New South Wales, about ninety minutes southwest of 
Sydney. After living in Sydney and Victoria, she and husband Roman Peldys 
followed the sun two years ago to the tropical Coral Sea town of Palm Cove, 
near Cairns in northern Queensland. 
For years Louize worked as a property manager in real estate but set out on 
a career in tourism via a fortuitous intermediary step as a sales executive 
with Where Magazine. Capitalizing on her greater visibility there, she came 
into contact with tourism guru Ken Corbett, an acknowledged expert on 
inbound Australian tourism. Ken saw in Louize the right person to handle 
sales and marketing for his young company, Australian Attractions Pty 
Ltd. She worked out so well that after a short period of time he asked her to 
be his business partner. As Louize comments, “That was 26 years ago and I 
have never looked back!”   
Australian Attractions is an international representation company with offices 
in Australia and Korea. Prior to COVID, there was also an office in China. 
With the title of Director of Sales and Marketing, Louize oversees the 
Southeast Asia, India and rest-of-world markets (US & UK/Europe). 
Although the pandemic created a devastating tourism drought in Australia, 
Louize writes, “Our company has survived COVID and we look forward to 
wonderful tourism years ahead.” To that end, she is exhilarated to hit the 
road again, going on her first sales trip to Singapore in more than two years. 

She’ll be visiting select tour operators to present her company’s fabulous attractions. These include 
Scenic World Blue Mountains, the Sydney Zoo, BridgeClimb (atop the Sydney Harbour Bridge), 
Fantasea Cruises, Hunter Valley Resort, Pearls of Australia, The Tank Stream Hotel and the Hard Rock 
Café. Most of these attractions are located in New South Wales, but they also have product in other 
states including Victoria and Queensland.    
Louize’s professional enthusiasm and tireless, personal involvement with Australian tourism has 
brought visibility and success to the products that Australian Attractions represents. Her commitment 
and creative abilities teamed with exemplary planning, computer and operational skills have 
translated to excellent sales throughout the world.  
Perhaps part of her success has been her visibility through WITIA. She has benefitted from frequent 
free advertising in WITIA NETWORKS! to promote local Australian attractions to an international 
audience. She writes, “I was introduced to WITIA by Leah Gage and have been a member for many 
years. This is a great opportunity to connect with thousands of like-minded people in our amazing 
industry.”  
Louize enjoys traveling with husband Roman, 
having eagerly explored places around the world 
for the past 26 years, both for leisure and 
business. Her favorites include Italy, France 
(especially Paris), in fact Europe in general. Add 
to those India, Singapore and many places in the 
US and UK that she loves. “But there are so many 
more places to visit!” (Lucky for the tourism 
industry!) Louize and Roman are very social, 
loving to catch up with friends all over Australia 
as well as abroad. Louize has been an active 
SKAL committee member in SKÅL International 
Cairns. She has been a qualified life coach for 
many years, promoting skills that facilitate a work
-life balance. Louize writes, “Following a 90% 
plant-based diet, I have a passion for nutrition. I 
used my spare time during COVID to graduate as 
a qualified nutritionist and wellness counsellor.”
             Louize and Roman on of the Sydney Harbour BridgeClimb. 

LOUIZE GODLONTON, Director Sales & Marketing (Queensland-based) 
AUSTRALIAN ATTRACTIONS PTY LTD 

Level 1, 299 Elizabeth Street, Sydney New South Wales 2000 Australia 

Tel: +61 02 8251 0078; Cell: +61 0414 704 778 

louize@australianattractions.com.au; www.australianattractions.com.au  
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Robocalls and Scams – Protect Yourself  
Robocalls are automated calls to a large number of 
people. Some are helpful, such as pre-recorded calls 
telling you that your flight is delayed, your medical 
appointment is confirmed or your school is closed, but 
many are unsolicited cold calls.  The later are illegal in 
many countries even as they are an annoying intrusion 
everywhere, especially when they are barely disguised 
efforts to fleece the unwary. Here are some tips to avoid 
scams:  

1. No legitimate operation will ask you to pay bills with 
gift cards. Hang up.  

2. On your voicemail message, state your phone number 
without giving your name. Don’t supply scammers with 
information they may not already have. 

3. If you have a voicemail box with your phone line, set up 
a password. Some voicemail services give access to messages 
if you call from your own phone number. But an identity thief 
who spoofs a number without a password can potentially have 
access to messages and personal information.  

4. Don’t share your phone number with anyone who 
doesn’t really need to reach you immediately, especially if 
they’re going to put your number in a database. Instead opt for 
email notifications from retailers, pharmacies, etc., particularly 
if you get your email on your cell phone. 

5. For those times when you need to give a business a 
phone number, consider getting a free phone number to link to 
your phone, such as a Google Voice number. You can set it up 
to require callers to state their name before you decide whether 
to answer or to let the call go to voicemail. Using this number 
to make phone calls also prevents businesses from 
automatically capturing your real cellphone number when you 
call a toll-free number. 
6. Use multiple robocall filters. Each one offers an 
opportunity to catch something that slips through the previous 
filter. You can route calls that are flagged straight to your 
voicemail. Start by asking your phone company what robocall 
filters it offers at no charge. For more information on call 
blockers, check out this website: https://www.ctia.org/
consumer-resources/how-to-stop-robocalls/  
7. If you receive an unexpected call from a company you 
do business with and you are unsure if the call is 
legitimate, hang up and call back using a phone number you 
look up independently – not the number they give you. Never 
confirm any personal information to such a caller.   
8. Common scams: you are a victim of a fraud; you are being 
foreclosed; you are behind on your taxes; your car warranty is 
expiring; your grandchild is in jail.  Hang up and call a trusted 
friend or family member. 
9. If a caller pressures you to take immediate action or 
not to tell anyone about the call – hang up and contact a 
trusted friend or relative.  
10. When you hear an unknown person ask “Can you 
hear me okay,” they are fishing. Don’t respond. 
11. Hang up rather than press a number to be removed 
from a robocaller’s call list. It doesn’t work and you have 
just confirmed you are a live person. 
12. Your caller ID is not infallible. Con artists can spoof a 
number from your contacts list just as they can spoof an email 
address from your database. If you don’t recognize the voice, 
hang up. If in doubt, call the supposed caller back.           
                  Continued on page 9 
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 Vietnam Educational – 21-28 September 2022 

 

Discover vibrant Vietnam through a WITIA lens this September! 
Together with colleagues and guests, we will explore the capital city, 
Hanoi, whose slower pace and French Colonial architecture point to an 
earlier era. This is an ancient cultured city that hides the scars of 
multiple conquests beneath leafy bucolic streets and placid urban 
lakes. We’ll journey on to the sheltered emerald waters of Halong Bay 
where we’ll have an overnight cruise aboard a luxurious remodeled 
traditional junk, gliding between jaw-dropping, towering limestone 
karsts in one of the world’s truly spectacular nature experiences. 
Returning to Hanoi, we’ll fly to the Central Vietnam city of Danang 
(site of the famous China Beach) and continue on to the UNESCO 
World Heritage town of Hoi An, a quaintly restored port with 
cobblestone streets, ancient shop-houses, trendy cafes and wonderful 
hole-in-the-wall shops full of Vietnamese arts and crafts. 
 

We finish in Ho Chi Minh City, as Saigon is now called, named to honor 
“Uncle Ho” who led North Vietnam forces to victory over the South. 
This is a city of endless energy and dazzling confusion, snarls of 
electrical lines overhead, the aroma of fabulous street food wafting in 
air, a dizzying urban whirlwind stoked by endless streams of 
motorcycles, bicycles, scooters, cars and rickshaws, a profusion of items for sale, offering something 
for everyone, even those who vowed not to shop. Plus there is a lot of history. Scars of war have  
mostly healed but this was once the epicenter of world news.   
 

Why you'll love this trip... 
 

* Travel with expert guides who will introduce you to the best street food and demonstrate how to 
order it..... Experience authentic banh mi and condensed milk coffee! 

 

*Get the inside scoop on terrific shopping including the best tailors in Hoi An. They can copy and 
reproduce your favorite outfits – bring them with you! 

 

*Visit a vocational school teaching orphaned children a trade so that they can succeed as adults – you 
will be inspired. 

 

*Interact with the local Vietnamese in markets, villages and rural areas. You’ll be delighted and 
amazed by their warm hospitality, considering that many of our countrymen invaded their country. 

 

*For the more adventurous, we’ll help you to experience Saigon at night aboard a motorbike or 
scooter, sitting in tandem with a guide as you join the stream of cycles on the road.  

 

* Stay at specially selected hotels that give a sense of place, offering comfort and charm with a 
Vietnamese flair.  

 

* Visit Ben Thanh Market in Ho Chi Minh City with its mind-boggling array of goods, handicrafts, 
pottery, jewelry and souvenirs.     

 

* Experience this lively, amazing country in safely and comfort 
 

Make the most of your airfare. Two night/three day post trips are consecutively available to Siem 
Reap (Cambodia) and Luang Prabang (Laos), the two other countries that make up Indochina. All are 
in close proximity and have their own grandeur and fascination.  
 

WITIA member cost is USD $1595 per person for double occupancy based on 15-19 paying 
passengers. Non-member cost is USD $1695 per person double occupancy based on 15-19 paying 
passengers. Single supplement is USD $480. A USD $600 per person deposit is required to confirm 
your space. Find full itinerary details, inclusions and exclusions at www.witia.org.  
 

Varini DeSilva, President, Ceylon Express International, tours@ceylonexpress.com; +1 714 964 6896 

http://www.witia.org/
https://witia.org/cambodia-post-tour/
https://witia.org/cambodia-post-tour/
https://witia.org/laos-post-tour/
https://witia.org/vietnam-witia-educational-sep-22/
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War in Ukraine 

In the February issue of WITIA WORKS!, Russian ‘military exercises’ in Ukraine had just 
begun (24 February). Due to the 
resolve, courage and heart of the 
Ukrainian people and their President 
Volodymyr Zelensky, and the resupply 
of war matériels coming from NATO 
countries and beyond, the unprovoked 
Russian invasion has not been the 
romp that President Putin envisioned.  

This war on Ukraine’s sovereignty is not in any 
nation’s interest, even the aggressor’s. It is 
almost universally condemned. Putin’s forces 
have eschewed modern rules of engagement, 
obliterated structures of peace, deliberately targeted civilians including children, sanctioned 
executions and widespread rape of women and girls, and reduced cities to rubble. Russian citizens, 
particularly older people and those without access to foreign news sources, have been blanketed with 
propaganda, lied to and kept in the dark about both atrocities committed and Russian setbacks and 
deaths (now estimated at 23,000). Truth and truth-telling are an impermissible threat to the Putin 
regime. The Russian press and social media have been muzzled. Brave Russians who took to the 
streets and demonstrated against the war faced swift punishment.  

The Ukraine/Russia war is the 28th armed conflict since the year 2000. With Russia treading the fine 
line between staying clear of NATO countries (who would be obligated by treaty to counterattack) and 
hinting at nuclear/chemical warfare options, the world is on edge.  
   
Promoting peace and understanding between nations is tourism’s number one core value. This war 
further stresses an industry still in recovery after two years of pandemic. It is also a reminder that 
authoritarianism, overdependence on fossil fuels, climate and nuclear security are interconnected 
crises that cannot be ignored. WITIA urges everyone to speak up and be proactive, to conserve 
energy so as not to fuel the Russian war machine (see the printable poster on the next page), to 
advocate for the refugee and to support NGOs who are mitigating the human disaster in Ukraine and 
bordering nations. Bravo to the UNWTO whose ’Scream’ campaign 
effectively caused Russia to exit that body as a pariah. Слава Україні! 

 

Protests large and small 
    

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Piazza della Signoria 
in Florence—the Russian lion with a 

decapitated Ukrainian head 

  

 

http://www.witia.org/
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EARTH EARTH EARTH 
MONTH  MONTH  MONTH     
GoodPractices for GoodPractices for GoodPractices for 
Saving EnergySaving EnergySaving Energy   

   

 

 
              

Turn off unused appliances  
(unplug from power source).              
The ‘standby’ function uses      
energy. 
        

    
       
Ovens & microwaves –  
Microwave ovens use about  
half the energy of traditional  
electric ovens; toaster ovens  
use even less. If you use an  
electric oven, avoid broiling  
when you can, do not open the  
oven during cooking and turn it  
off just before the end of 
cooking. When changing out 
appliances, select electric over 
gas to limit carbon emissions. 
 

 

 

 Ditch the bath for  
short showers. If 
you can, install 
solar panels to heat 
your water or opt 
for a tankless water 

heater. Turn on the electric 
water heater just when needed 
and set the temperature  
at no more than 60° C (140°F). 
Aim for 115°F—46°C. Turn off 
the water heater when no longer 
needed, and certainly overnight.  

  

 

 
Iron only what 
needs to be 
ironed. A little 
rumple is good! 
 

 

 

 

Open or close doors, 
windows, blinds, 
curtains and shutters 
to control heat and 
cold in interior 
spaces. Choose 
insulating window 

coverings for a cozy nest.  
 

 

 

Limit the use 
of your car by 
riding your 
bike or taking 

public transportation.  
 

 

 

 

 

Load washing  
machines, 
dishwashers 

and dryers correctly. Select the 
ECO program for washing  
machines and dishwashers. 
Choose the highest-rated energy
-saving models. When the sun’s 
out, use the solar dryer—a 
clothes line or drying rack for 
free drying and great smelling 
sheets! Your clothes will last 
longer too if not subjected to a 
dryer’s heat.  
 

 

  
Choose the most 
energy efficient 
light bulbs that 

provide 
appropriate 

lighting for the task at hand.  
 

  Inspired by a street poster in 
Florence, Italy 

 

 

 

 
Get the 
most out 
of your 
fridge. 
Don’t set 
the 

temperature lower than 3° C 
(37°F). Do not open the door 
unnecessarily. Defrost regularly. 
Keep the fridge full, even if it 
means filling the void with 
bottles of water. Refrigerators 
work better when they are full.  

                  Warm up: set 
the heat at no 
more than 18-

19° C (64-66°F). 
Turn off or lower 
the heat when 
no one is at 
home.                             

 

Cool down: Aim for 25° C (78° 
F) at home, 
29° C (85°F) 
when you’re 
away and 
27°C (82°F) 
while 
sleeping. Be 
wary of over

-heating— hydrate frequently. 

 

 

“Because we all share this planet 
Earth, we have to learn to live in 
harmony and peace with each other 
and with nature. This is not just a 
dream but a necessity.”             
   The Dalai Lama 

If your  
health  
allows, 
and to 
save     
energy, 

use the stairs whenever you 
need to go up three floors or 
less. Use them to go down 
eight floors or less. 

http://www.witia.org/
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COVID 19 Updates – April 2022 – The Final Roundup 

By Beverley Auerbach 

 

If you have been vaxxed and boosted, if your borders are open, and/or if you’re sick and tired of 
restrictions and inconveniences, you may decide that COVID is over. Time to get back to your best-
lived life, to breathe deep both indoors and out without a mask.  
 

Indeed COVID cases and deaths have greatly declined. Yet even with inadequate testing and record-

keeping in much of the world, March 2022 saw the six millionth confirmed COVID death. Experts say 
the death toll may actually be four times that number, and even more when ancillary deaths are 
taken into account, such as deaths from preventable diseases left untreated due to the pandemic. 
The Economist estimates that the number of COVID-19-related deaths is between 14 million and 
23.5 million. The world has seen more than 446 million confirmed COVID-19 cases… 

 

Other than China’s ‘zero tolerance’ approach which has resulted in over 165 million people currently 
in lockdown, the prevailing public health strategy is “time to wrap it up.” Almost everywhere there is 
a general phasing out of public health responses. Is this because those dying are primarily the 
unvaccinated? There is no doubt that thousands are still succumbing to a preventable disease, but at 
least Omicron has mostly moved on, passing the torch to its offspring BA2121 and other numerical 
BAs. It seems we have eschewed not only the disease but Greek letters too. Now the ball is in our 
court. Shall we forget lessons learned when times are good?  
 

An interesting observation - the African continent has lagged in every COVID category including 
vaccinations, respirators, treatments, infections, hospitalizations and deaths. All those dire 
predictions have been confounded. It appears that a generally young population is the best defense.  
 

One thing we should not forget is the need to be prepared. COVID will eventually recede but it 
will surely be followed by some other viral threat. Public health systems around the world need to be 
strengthened in anticipation. We need to recognize that explosive diseases are not just biological 
risks but also a matter of politics, public relations, logistics and economics. We need to address the 
inequity of epidemics – some people are more at risk and will need additional social as well as 
medical assistance.  And finally we must restore faith in the science that gives us vaccines and 
therapeutics and the public health directives that work to keep us safe. 
 

What does the tourism workplace look like post COVID?                                  
Will the new normal be better for women in the workforce?  

 

The COVID pandemic has presented greater challenges to women than to men, largely due to 
burnout associated with gender roles. Women who maintained their employment often had added 
responsibilities for childcare, child education and eldercare. Many downshifted or left their jobs 
because there was no one available to handle primal obligations. Overall 40% more women than 
men left their jobs since the pandemic began.  
 

But there was also good to emerge from this difficult era. Work from home became universally 
normalized, and indeed many were more productive without a daily commute to the workplace. 
Virtual meetings could often be as effective as meeting in the flesh. A quiet home was often more 
conducive to concentration and getting things done.  
 

Now the tourism industry is faced with staff shortages, triggering a new hiring paradigm that offers 
greater flexibility, better working conditions and increased remuneration. Women in particular can 
benefit here. Women bring diverse assets that include organizational and communication skills, 
emotional intelligence, empathy, strong work ethics, effective time management and the ability to 
multi-task. It is important for women to be hiring advocates for themselves and for other women.  
 

It is also time for companies to rethink old patterns, shifting their emphasis from job pre-requisites 
that can be achieved through training to valuable inherent talents that cannot be taught. Companies 
would do well to prioritize diversity which brings with it a diversity of thought— always an asset, 
Continued on page 9                                                                                                                                            

http://www.witia.org/
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TOURISM WORKPLACE POST COVID, continued from page 8 

particularly when you are targeting a diverse customer base. This is diversity in the full sense – 
gender, sexual orientation, racial, ethnic and age diversity. There are many seasoned, smart and 
willing workers out there. They can learn your business, and they will be drawn to the responsibility 
and recognition that employment offers over and above salary.  
 

For people who have been outside the workforce for some time, finding a new position can be 
daunting. Learn from the COVID period. Reach out to your old network by asking directly for help and 
referrals. Be visible. Turn your camera on during video calls – otherwise you are ignored and 
dismissed. Connect by email and phone; send interesting articles and notes of praise for      
achievements. Be proactive. Get a mentor or a reverse mentor – learn from the young! Vow to 
yourself not to go backward. State your case effectively. Develop your own story that includes 
authenticity and enthusiasm. Be present, be engaged and show up consistently. Create allies by 
keeping up with and participating in industry associations like WITIA – they give you access to 
companies and individuals as well as new paths to follow.  
 

COVID has taught us that life and career are not mutually exclusive. Women collaborating together 
bring opportunities to light. We make the world smaller and more impactful. Together we can support 
each other and support each other’s businesses. Together we can establish our authority and 
expertise – we build our brand and build our network. This is WITIA - collaboration and partnership, 
inclusivity rather than exclusivity, with enough room for everyone by expanding the pie. ∆ 

From the President’s Desk, continued from page 1  
member Patricia Parsons of Mir Pilgrimages about packages to Medjugorje, the Shrines of Europe, the 
Holy Land and Catholic pilgrimages through New Zealand. Details and Zoom link will be emailed to 
members a week prior to the meeting, with reminders posted on WITIA’s Members Only Facebook 
page.  

To reserve a date for your own virtual FAM presentation, please contact me at president@witia.org. 
Presentations can be up to 15 minutes duration and should be about the member’s tourism products 
or a country/ region /city of interest. I hope members continue to take the opportunity to connect, 
share experiences and exchange ideas on how to kick start their businesses. ∆ 

 

Leah Gage, President — president@witia.org  
 

 

Robocalls & Scams, continued from page 4  

12. Don't be tricked if a caller knows your personal information. Data breaches happen every 
day and your information is available on the dark web. 
13. Many countries have ‘Do not call’ registries. Register your phone number with them and then 
report Do Not Call violations by noting the number on your Caller ID or jotting down any return call 
number you hear. 
14. Ask you phone company if they can do more to protect your privacy. Some can block 
known spoofers, offer on-screen spam warnings, let you divert calls to voicemail, etc. 
15. Protect vulnerable people in your circle by talking about known scams, offering to be 
available for consultation if they get a disquieting call. 
Thanks to California Public Interest Research Group for this information ∆     

 

W e l c o m e  N e w  M e m b e r s  

 

 

MARIANNE GOROSPE – Global Luxury Sales Manager – 
Americas – MINOR HOTELS, Los Angeles, California, USA 

ANNA SHANNON, Owner/Operator, TRAVEL AGENT FINDER, 
Sydney, New South Wales, Australia 

 

http://www.witia.org/
mailto:president@witia.org
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MEMBER NEWS 

 

WITIA Vice President Joyce 
Kienji of Nairobi, Kenya (2nd 
from left) marking World Wildlife 
Day with (L-R) John Migui Waweru, 
Director General of the Kenya 
Wildlife Service, the Honorable 
Najib Balala, Kenya Cabinet 
Secretary for Tourism, and WITIA 
Nairobi member Liz Ayany. This 
year’s theme was «Recovering Key 
Species for Ecosystem 
Restoration.»  

Celebrating International Women’s Day in Nairobi 
with Kenya Association of Women in Tourism are (l-
r) Maggie Gitau, KAWT member, WITIA Nairobi 
member & former Director of Marketing 
Africa, Jane Adam; WITIA Nairobi member 
and former Director of Marketing, Africa Faith 
Wathome; WITIA Nairobi member and current 
Vice President Joyce Kienji; and Jackie Kali 
KAWT member. KAWT was the host of WITIA’s 
amazing 2012 Educational to Kenya. 
 

WITIA Seattle member Annie Lucas of MIR 
Corporation recently posted about Ukraine, 
one of the many Eurasian destinations that her 
company has covered for the past 35 years. 
“Ukrainians are fighting for their homes and 
families, for their territorial integrity, for the 
democratic values we all cherish and for their 
cultural heritage…. We continue to be humbled 
by the bravery of the Ukrainians on the 
battlefield and beyond, and uplifted by the 
generosity of Ukraine’s neighbors and those 

here in the U.S. and around the world who are supporting Ukraine…. We continue to support the 
resilient spirit and cultural heritage of the Ukrainian nation… in a direct manner. We have also 
directly supported three Ukrainian families doing what they can individually to support their beloved 
homeland.” Annie’s full post can be found on the WITIA website and on our Facebook page. For more 
information, contact her at annie@mircorp.com. (Note: Painting at left by Ukrainian artist Maria Prymachenko. One 
of the museums in Kyiv exhibiting this famous artist's works has been partially destroyed.) 

Kudos for WITIA members: WITIA Milan member Jessica Proietti of Storywalking arranged a 
one-day tour of Milan for a referred client who was on a multi-week business trip to England and 
Italy. The client was unknowingly exposed to COVID in London but only advised and tested after her 
tour in Milan. She was obliged to quarantine at her hotel. The California client, Agapy K., writes: 
« Jessica has been tremendous, coming around to check on me every day and bringing me 
soup.  A good friend of mine lives here and she barely checked in on me, so trust me when I 
say she has been amazing.” 

http://www.witia.org/
mailto:annie@mircorp.com
https://mircorp.us1.list-manage.com/track/click?u=9d849c1ea8505ef4be9b4e727&id=96603f7a2e&e=a525370be1
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Member News, continued from page 10 

 

Congratulations to WITIA Palm Harbor, Florida member Sophia Kulich of 
Sophia’s Travel who was again named a Specialist for Ukraine and Heritage 
travel by Conde Nast. Sophia is Ukrainian born and has lived all over Europe 
before moving to the United States. Her boutique travel company designs 
upscale independent itineraries with a specialty in Jewish Heritage tours, 
ancestor searches and Holocaust research.  

 
WITIA Split, Croatia member Tania Dapic Poparic of Kira Travel reports 
that this tourism season started out well after slow sales during the long 

COVID period, but the momentum was broken by the outbreak of hostilities 
in Ukraine. Some potential clients worried that the Balkans were too close 
to the heat. So Tania is pivoting, with fingers crossed for good health, into 
the yoga sphere. She has put together three departures for a seven-day 
yoga and relaxation tour on the Adriatic island of Hvar. This is a blissful 
respite for mind and body. Against the island’s serene and beautiful 
backdrop, participants will receive instruction from professional yogis, 
feeling their own energy flow through their bodies as they expand their 
sensory fields through meditation. The accommodations are charming, the 
food healthy and enriching, and explorations over the island, done in a 
leisurely fashion, and coupled with dips in secluded coves—indeed it’s a 
week of peace and rest. Departures are set for 17-24 June, 19-26 August 
and 9-16 September. Prices vary by dates, with published fares (15% 
commission.) To find out more, contact Tonia at info@kiratravel.com.  

   
Sad news— WITIA sends its sincere condolences to three Australian members who have lost close 
relatives in the last week. May they rest in peace. 
 

WITIA Gold Coast member and Inaugural President Anne Isaacson, recently named a WITIA 
Life Member, and her sister, WITIA Blackburn, Victoria member Mary Dunn have lost their dear 
brother-in-law, Ed Kiernan, husband of their youngest sister Julie, to cancer. Ed was a Captain with 
Virgin Australia and then with the ‘new’ Virgin in Melbourne after the company reorganized. Anne 
writes: “He was a true gentleman, very kind, very considerate and with a wry, gentle sense of 
humour. One of his quirks was that he liked to do magic tricks and it wasn’t unusual for him to leave 
the cockpit on a longer flight, stop by a child and actually “pick” a coin from behind her ear or “find” a 
card in his hand. The passengers and crew loved it! It gave him so much pleasure to bring a touch of 
humour and happiness to them all.”  
 

WITIA Gilston, Queensland member and WITIA’s Director of Professional Development 
Carmel Thompson of The Southern Cross Connection has just lost her dear brother, Danny 
Maddern, to advanced cancer. Carmel was privileged to be with him as he left this life. 

  
 

 

 

 

New WITIA Los Angeles member Marianne Gorospe of Minor 
Hotels (left) organized a lunch in Santa Monica to finally meet face-

to-face with the WITIA Los Angeles member who recruited her to 
the Alliance, WITIA’s Inaugural Director of Marketing, 
Americas and recently named WITIA Life Member Beverley 
Auerbach (right—who also is the Editor of WITIA WORKS!)  
Minor Hotels operates in 53 countries across Asia Pacific, the Middle 
East, Africa, the Indian Ocean, Europe and South America, with eight 
brands including Anantara, NH Hotels and NH Collection, NHow, 
Tivoli, Avani, Oaks and Elewana properties. ∆ 

 

 

******************************** 
 

 
The next Hand of Friendship Meeting will be held on Thursday/Friday (depending 
on your time zone) on 12/13 May with a presentation by Patricia Parsons of Mir 
Pilgrimages about packages to Medjugorje, the Shrines of Europe, the Holy Land and Catholic 
pilgrimages through New Zealand. A reminder email with a Zoom link, exact times for your area and 
full information will be sent to all members a few days before the meeting.∆ 

http://www.witia.org/
mailto:info@kiratravel.com

